
TIPS FOR YOUR ENGLISH EBAU!!

100 %

During the exam!!
 

1.Practise your sentence collection and pay special attention to the “writing” sections and
tips in your notebook and textbook. Don’t forget to revise the vocabulary in the book.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT!!

Before the exam
 

3.Study following a plan, without panicking or getting overwhelmed. These days are to
revise, you’ve already had a whole year to learn. 

PLAN FOR EXAM PREPARATION

4.Make sure you eat properly during the revision and the test days. Don’t drink coffee,
energy drinks or any other kind of stimulants. You must be completely lucid during the
English test.

EAT HEALTHILY AND REST!

6.The exam lasts 1h 30’, so you’ll have plenty of time to do the exam. Always read the
instructions very carefully. Remember that you write the answers to the exam on the
blank pages given for you to write on, not on the pages with the text and questions.

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS!

7.Read the text as many times as you need to make sure you really understand its
meaning. You already know you don’t need to understand each and every word to grasp
the idea that the writer wanted to transmit.

READ THE TEXT CAREFULLY!

8.Use your pencil or highlighter to underline the parts where you find the information
needed for the questions. Make sure you’ve read everything through really thoroughly
before you answer.

FOCUS!
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2.Prepare a writing structure and practise it with different topics, include some linking
words/connectors and some “show-off” expressions

PREPARATION FOR SUCCESS!

9.Use the " 100percentsure rule" for the writing parts. Never ever pay
attention to what "Miss Takes "tells you inside your mind!!!

 

5. Make sure you take all the necessary material on the day of the exam.

GET READY!

*Plantilla de infografía incorporada desde la biblioteca de recursos de canva.com para educación.


